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INTRODUCTION 
Fixed point theorems are a very important tool in the study of existence 
of solutions to differential equations. In general we work in a Banach space 
and apply Darbo’s or Sadovski’s fixed point theorems. The continuous 
dependence of the solutions can be obtained by applying a theorem due to 
Hale [S]. For the general neutral functionaldifferential equation we are 
forced to use the Sobolev spaces WI- “. However, if we want to analyse the 
continuous dependence of the solutions, the natural norm in this space is 
no longer adequate. This problem was pointed out by Driver in [2,3], and 
also considered by Melvin [6, 81. Those papers suggest he need of results 
on the existence of fixed points (and the corresponding results on con- 
tinuity of the fixed points with respect to parameters) for maps defined on 
subsets of normed non-Banach spaces. In Section 1 we prove an extension 
of Sadovski’s fixed point theorem and a continuity theorem of the fixed 
points which extend Hale’s results. In Section 2 we show that Melvin’s 
results (from [6]) for neutral equations lit into this framework. 
1. A FIXED POINT PRINCIPLE 
Let X be a normed linear space. For any bounded set A c X, define the 
(Kuratowski) measure U(A) of noncompactness of A to be 
E(A) :=inf{k>O; A has a finite covering by sets of diameter G/c}. 
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Some important properties of a are given in the following proposition (for 
a proof see, for example, Deimling [ 11.) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose A, B c X are bounded sets, and c E R. Then: 
(1) AcB implies a(A)da(B); 
(2) a(Ac:B)=max(a(A),a(B)); 
(3) a(A+B)<a(A)+x(B); 
(4) a(cA)= )cI a(A); 
(5) a(co A) = a( A), where co A denotes the com1e.v hull of A; 
(6) a(A)=a(A); 
(7 ) a( .4 ) = 0 if and only if A is precompact. 
Suppose C is a subset of X and T: C--t X is a continuous mapping. 
The map T is said to be an a-contraction if there exists a 8, 0 6 9 < 1, such 
that a( TB) < da(B) for any bounded set B c C. The map T is said to be 
condensing if, for any bounded set A c C such that a(A) > 0, we have 
a( TA ) < a(A). It is easy to see that every a-contraction is condensing, but 
the converse is not true. An interesting class of a-contractions is given by 
the maps which can be written as a sum of a contraction and a completely 
continuous. An important theorem due to Sadovski states that if .I’ is a 
Banach space, C is convex and bounded, and T is condensing, then T has 
at least a fixed point in C. Our first objective here is to extend this result 
to a class of normed spaces which contains the Banach spaces. We need to 
introduce some definitions and notations. Suppose X is a normed space 
with two norms /I. (( and N; for each R > 0 denote B,. &, := [,Y E X; 
N(x) d R ). We say that X is a quasi-Banach space if, for each R > 0, 
(B,. ,,:, /I II ) is a complete metric space. It is easy to see that every Banach 
space (X, ( .I ) is quasi-Banach: just take 1) + 11 = N= 1. I. As another example 
consider the linear space W’* r ([a, 61, R”) of absolutely continuous 
functions from the interval [a, b] into R” with essentially bounded 
derivatives: for each 4 of this space define 11411 i ,6, := 14(a)\ + jf: I&(s)\ d.y 
and Ml1 g,hl := Id(a)I + ess sups6 cu,b1 Id( and take 11411= llill [o.hl and 
N(d) = Ml~.h,. 
In order to distinguish between the two norms in a quasi-Banach space, 
we emphasize the norm N when referring to it; thus, expressions like 
N-open (N-continuous) mean open in the topology given by the norm ,V, 
whereas open (or continuous) means open (or continuous) in the norm 
II . II. In a quasi-Banach space we have two measures of noncompactness, 
but we will work only with that one defined by the “weaker” norm I/. 11, 
which will be denoted simply by a. As a consequence of Proposition 1.1, we 
have the following result. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X is a quasi-Banach space. Then: 
( 1) CI( A) = 0 if and onl~l iffor every R > 0, B,, N n 2 is compact; 
(2) If A is compact and N-bounded, then Ei A is compact, rvhere i5 A 
is the closed convex hull of A. 
Proof: Conclusion (1) is trivial from Proposition 1.1. 
To prove (2) we note that, by Proposition 1.1 ((5) and (6)), we have 
c1(iZ A) = LY(A), and thus, by (7) Co A is precompact. Since A is 
N-bounded, we have G ,4 c B,, ,,, for some R > 0, and since (BR, N, I/./I) is 
a complete metric space, it follows that Z A is compact. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose X is a quasi-Banach space and (F,) is a sequence of 
nonempty closed, (N and I(. (I )-bounded subsets of X such that F,, + , c F,, for 
every n and lim a(P’,,) = 0. Then F, := f-j:=, F, is nonempty and compact. 
Proof The set F, is compact, since it is closed, N-bounded, and 
a(F,)=O. 
To show that F, # @ we choose X,E F, for each n and define 
A := {xn; n = 1, 2, . . . >. Since a(A) =a( {x,,; n>n,}) for every nOE N, and 
a(F,,) + 0, as n + co it follows that 2 is compact. Thus there exist a sub- 
sequence of {x,,} (which we label the same) and an XE X such that 
/lx,-xxJI+O as n+oo. Since x,~F,,cFr for nap, we have x~Fr for 
p 2 1. Therefore x E F, . 
We now state and prove a fixed point theorem for a-contractions (due 
to Darbo for Banach spaces) in quasi-Banach spaces. For the proof we 
need the well-known Schauder-Tychonov fixed point theorem (for a proof, 
see, for example Deimling [I] or Dunford and Schwartz [4]). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let C be a compact convex subset of a normed space X and 
T: C + C be continuous. Then T has at least one fixed point in C. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose X is a quasi-Banach space, Cc X is closed, 
convex, (I( . (I and N)-bounded, and T: C + C is an a-contraction. Then T has 
a fixed point in C. 
Proof: We define a nonincreasing sequence of convex closed sets {F,,} 
by 
F0 :=C F,:=iZiFF,-,,n~l 
and F o. := fir=, F,. It is easy to see that F, is closed and convex. Since 
a(F,,) ,< ena( C) + 0, as n + co (where 0 is the constant given in the defini- 
tion of a-contraction), Lemma 1.1 implies that F, is nonempty, compact, 
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and since TF, c F,, for all n, it follows that TF, = F,- . Then Lemma I.4 
implies that T has at least one fixed point in C. 
For quasi-Banach spaces we have the following version of Sadovski’s 
fixed point theorem. 
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose X is a quasi-Banach space, Cc X is comes. 
closed, (11 . (1 and N)-bounded, and T: C + C is condensing. Then T has a fixed 
point in C. 
ProoJ First we prove that (I- T)(C) is closed. Let T,, E (I - T)(C). 
:,l+zO. We write I~=s,,-Ts,,, for .Y,,EC, B:={.u,,;n=l,2 ,... ). 
D := {z,,;n= 1, 2, . ..j. and from I,, = Tx,, + ;,? we get B c TB + D, which 
implies 
cc(B) d a( TB) + x(D) = u( TB). 
Since T is condensing, we must have c(( B) = 0; hence we may assume that 
x,, -+ s0 for some x,, E C. The continuity of T implies that x,, - Tx, = z,,. 
that is, z0 E (I- T)(C). Thus (I- T)(C) is closed. 
Now take a sequence (0,, ), 0 d 8, <c 1, 8,> -+ 1. Then each map T,, := 0,) T 
is an cr-contraction, and by Theorem 1.5, has a fixed point x,. Since 
x,, - T.Y,, = (8,, - 1) Tx,, -+ 0 as n -+ $3~’ and (I- T)(C) is closed it follows 
that there exists an I E C such that x - T.Y = 0, that is, .Y is a fixed point of 
7’. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Suppose now that the map T depends on a parameter i. We are con- 
cerned with the dependence on E. of the fixed points of T. More precisely. 
suppose X is a quasi-Banach space, A is a metric space, T: Xx A -+ X and 
consider the equation 
.K = T(.u, I). (1.1) 
We have the following result. 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose X is a quasi-Banach space, Cc X is closed. 
convex, and (/I .I1 and N)-bounded, A is a metric space, and T: C x A --f C 
satisfies the following hypotheses: 
(1) for each I E A, T( ., ,I) is continuous, and there exists a %, E A such 
char, for each .Y E C, T(x. A) is continuous at (x, &); 
(2) for each B c C, with a(B) > 0, there exists an open neighborhood 
V, of 1, such that for each precompact set A’c V, we have 
dT(B, A’))<a(B); 
(3) fbr A=&, Eq. (1.1) has a unique solution x,~ in C. 
Then .for each 1 E A, Eq. (1.1) has a solution x, E C and x, -+ .Y ,.“, as i. -+ i.,. 
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Proof: For each fixed AE A, T( ., A) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.6 and therefore there is a fixed point -yj.. 
To show that x, 4 x~,, as A-+ A,, suppose {Ak} c V, is an arbitrary 
sequence converging to &,, as k + ‘=cj, and consider the set 
R := {eYj.k;  = 1, 2, . ..) c C, where x,, is a solution of (1.1) in C for A= Ak. 
We claim that B is precompact. In fact, if CI( B) > 0, then there is an open 
neighborhood I’, of 1, such that a( T(B, A’)) < a(~), for every precompact 
set A’c V,. By taking A’= {A,} n V,, we get 
ol(B)=a({T(,~j.,,~,);k>,l})~a(T(B,A’))<a(B) 
which is a contradiction. Thus B must be precompact. Since C is complete, 
there exists a subsequence {\lk} of (A,} such that (x(v~)} is convergent o 
some z E C. From the continuity of T, it follows that z = T(z, A,,), and then 
from hypothesis (2) we have z = xi.,. This implies that {.xAt> converges to 
x~.~. Since { Etik} is an arbitrary sequence converging to LO, the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
If, in Theorem 1.7, X is a Banach space, then we get Theorem 1 of 
Hale [S]. By doing exactly the same computations as in [S] we have the 
following result which, for Banach spaces, becomes Theorem 1.2B of 
Melvin [ 71. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Suppose X, Y are quasi-Banach spaces, f c X is con- 
vex, closed, and (II.II and N)-bounded, and A is a metric space. Suppose 
Q:rxA+YandG:TxQ(r,A)xA+Xsati~~~: 
(i) for each LEA, G(T,Q(r,l),A)cr. 
(ii) Q(x, 1) is continuous in (x, A) at (x, LO), and for each 
J E A, Q(x, I.) is continuous in x. Suppose further that for each precompact 
subset A’ of A, Q(r, A’) is precompact and N-bounded. 
(iii) G(x, y, 1) is continuous in (y, ;I) at each point (x, y, A,), 
(x, y) E TX Q(r, A), and G(x, y, L) is continuous in y for each (x, d) E f x A. 
(iv) for each precompact r’ c Q( I-, A) and each precompact A’ = A, 
G( ., y, A): T-r r is a contraction uniformly with respect to (y, l.) B f’ x A’. 
(v) for 2 = il,, the equation 
x = G(x, Q(x, i), %) (1.2) 
has a unique solution x,~. 
Then for each 2 E A, Eq. (1.2) has at least one solution in I-, and these 
solutions are continuous in L at &. 
In the next section we give some applications of these results to differen- 
tial equations. 
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2. APPLICATION TO NEUTRAL FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
Suppose r 2 0, a < b are given real numbers, C( [u, b], R”) is the Banach 
space of continuous functions mapping the interval [a, b] into R” with 
uniform norm 11411 pU,h, :=s~p~~t~,~, l&0)1. W’. “([a, b], R”) is the linear 
space of absolutely continuous functions taking [a, b] into R” with essen- 
tially bounded derivatives; for 4 E W ‘. 35 ( [a, b], R”), define the norms 
l1411~,.h, :=M(a)l+ji Ih)l ds and l1411~,b7 :=kP(a)l+ess SUP~~~~,.~, I&)l. 
If [a, b]=[-r,O], then we let C=C([-r,O],R”), W’.‘([-r,O],R”) 
and indicate the norms in these spaces simply by (/ . (1’ = 11 I/F r. o,, I/ .I\ ’ = 
I/ . /I iU, h,, II II r = II . II T;. b,. If c1> 0, denote Wi;o/- = { 4 E W’- % ( [ -r, IX], R”); 
q5=0 on [-r,O]). 
For each a>0 and 4~ WI,” define the element 4~ W’.‘([-r,a].R”) 
by&t):=b(r),if -rfr<Oand&t):=&O).ifO<t<r. 
If PER, ol>O, and xE W’.x([~-r,~+cl],R”) then, for any 
t E [a, 0 + rrl we let x, E W ‘. x (or .t E L r ) be defined by x,(6) := s( t + Cl), 
(or iJe):=.t(t+0)) for -rdO<O. 
Suppose B c R x W’, % and 52’ c R x W’. ‘~ x L x are open connected 
sets, (a, 4) E !L& M is a metric space, and f is a function with domain on 
Q’ x M and range in R”. Consider the initial value problem for the neutral 
functional-differential equation 
i(t) =.f(r, s,, i,, p) 
x, = fj. 
a.e. for t > 0 
(2.1 1 
A solution to (2.1) on [o, (T + a] is an element x E W’. x ( [o - r, 0 + M], R”), 
such that (t, x,) E Q for t E [G, 0 + a] and (2.1) is satisfied. Solutions to 
(2.1) will be denoted by x(0,& ~0 to indicate the dependence on 6, ~5, 
and p. 
We assume throughout the remainder of this section that the functionf 
satisfies the following hypothesis: 
(H ) for any two numbers a < b and functions x, y: [a - r, b] + R” 
such rhat (t, xl), (t, y,) E l.2, for TV [a, b], we have (t, ?I,, j,) E Q’ and, .for 
each p in M, ess supIs Cn.h, If(t, xt, $,, p)I < 1~. 
Following Melvin [6], we define, for 4~ W’. I, 2, II’E Wi;;, such 
that (a + t, 6, + z,), (a + t, JI + NV,) E Q, for t E [0, a], the element 
F(z, IV; u,c,4, p) E W$= by 
A fttnction x is a solution to (2.1) on [o, rr + c(] if and only if 
x(t)=&t--~)+z(t-0) for a<t<o+cc, and z=F(z,z;a,&p). 
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The following notation is used in the next theorem: for CI >O, fi>O, 
d>O, L>O, (a,, &)EQ, ,uo~M, let 
THEOREM 2.1 (Melvin [6]). Suppose f satisfies hypothesis (H), 
f( t, 0, 0, &) = 0 a.e. on[O, a], and the zero solution of (2.1) is unique. 
Suppose that for any a0 E [0, a], there are constants c1 Y 0 and 6 > 0 such 
that: 
(A) For any L > 0, there is a K> L such that F: Bz3 zK x B,TK x 
N&Q, 0, &) + B:,; 
(B) For K > 0, there exist a J? E [0, 1) and an a’ E (0, cr] such that for 
any 0 <s < t satisfying t -s < CI’, I/ F(z, w’; o, 4, p) - F(z, w*; cr, 4, p)II LS r3 6 
BII~~‘-~7211~,,,l, for ZE@.~, (~,~,cL)EN~(~~,O,P~), MJ’,M~‘E&,’ and 
w’(u) = w’(u), UE C-r, s]; 
(C) For each L > 0, (z, w; 0, ~3, p) E Bz, IK x BzK x NF(a,, 0, p,,) and 
E > 0, there is a 6* > 0 such that IIF(z’, w; o’, d’, ,u’) - F(z, w; g, 4, p)II kO, 2, 
<E, provided ~~z’-z~~ ‘&,.21 < 6* and (o’, d’, p’) E Nz(o, 4, p) n Nt(a,, 0, pO). 
Then there exists a neighborhood of (0,O) E Q such that the solutions of (2.1) 
through any point of this neighborhood can be continued for a units of time 
and the solution operator is continuous at (t; 0, 0, pO) for any t E CO, a]. 
Proof: In order to avoid discussions with continuation of solutions we 
will assume that Q’ = R x W’, a x L” and f(t, 4, Ic/, p) 3 0 if ljrjll k-,, 0, B 6. 
As Melvin shows in [6], there is no loss of generality in doing that. 
We apply Corollary 1.8. Define X to be the quasi-Banach space Wi:,z, 
I- = B,“: K, Y := {z E C( [ - r, LX’], R”: z0 = 0} with the supremum norm, 
LI :=Ni(O, 0, p,,), ,I= (r~,& ,u), lo= (0, 0, pO). It is easy to see that 
Q: T-r Y, QZ = z is continuous, and that Ascoli’s theorem implies 
that Q(r) is compact. If we define G: r x Q(r) x JI + X by 
G(z, w, I) := F(w, z; 0, 4, p), then if follows from Hypothesis (A) that 
G(Tx Q(r) x A) c I-, from Hypothesis (B) that G( ., w, 2) is a contraction 
uniformly with respect to (w, 2) E Q(r) x /i, and from Hypothesis (C) that 
G(z, w, 1) is continuous in (LU, A) at each point (z, w, 1). Thus all the condi- 
tions of Corollary 1.8 are satisfied and we can conclude the existence, for 
each 1~ /i, of a fixed point z(n) of G( ., Q( -), A), which corresponds to a 
solution X(CJ, 4, p)(t) of (2.1), defined on [a - r, c + ~1’1. Now we note that 
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we can apply the above procedure to each point of the solution 
(t, x,(&J) = (t, 0) on [a, CT + a] and use a compactness argument o obtain 
solutions continuous in I and defined on the Interval [o - Y, (r + a]. 
3. REMARKS 
1. Similar results can be proven if we replace the norm I) ./I kti. h, by 
II . II &. ,+I defined by 11~41~~. hl := I&a) + ( jf: lqq.s)lPds)‘@, 1 <p < *;rJ. 
2. If there exists an .sO>O such that f does not depend on the 
values of ,f on [r - sO, c] (in particular, if (2.1) is a retarded functional 
differential equation), then Hypothesis (B) is easily verified. 
3. It can also be deduced from Theorem 2.1 that the solutions of 
neutral functional-differential equations are continuous with respect to 
delays. Consider, for example, the equation .f( I) =f( t, X( t ), x( z - t ), .f( I - r ) ). 
where f: R3” + ’ + R” is continuous, and t E [S, r] for some 6 > 0, T being 
considered as the parameter. Since T is kept bounded away from 0, it 
follows from Remark 2 that the corresponding operator F satisfies 
Hypothesis (B) of Theorem 2.1. By the uniform continuity off on bounded 
subsets of R3”+‘, Hypothesis (C) is also easily verified, and it is a simple 
matter to show that Condition (A) is satisfied. Thus we can conclude that 
the solutions of our equation depend continuously on the initial data 
and T. If we impose some additional hypotheses on f (such as being a 
contradiction in its fourth variable), then we can conclude that the 
solutions are continuous in 5 also at T = 0. 
4. In [6], the continuous dependence theorem for neutral equa- 
tions is stated slightly differently than Theorem 2.1. The continuity in that 
paper is meant in the bounded oy-topology, which we describe below. 
The col!ection of sets A(4, F, a) := {$ E W’. “; 1 for rj(s)($(s) -d(s)) ds + 
ri(-r)(II/(-r)-d(-r))l<r, ~EF and ~lt+b-qi~l’<a), for 4~ W’.r, 
Fc W’, ’ (finite), and a > 0, generates a basis for a topology on W’. x 
called the o:-topology. The bounded wttopology (or bwf-topology, for 
short) is the finest topology which coincides with the ortopology on each 
set Bg :{ $I E W ‘. 3c ; II II/ 11 J. d K}, (where K > 0 is arbitrary). The following 
lemma from [6] (see also [8]) gives a useful criterion to analyse the 
continuity of a map in the bwrtopology. 
LEMMA. rfJDcw'~x and for every sequence (4”) c D such that 
III$“II K is uniformly bounded and II@’ - 411’ -+ 0, as n + x (Jar some 4 E D ), 
bee have IIf(& x is uniformly bounded and lif(d” -.f(~$)Il’ + 0, as n + 7c, 
then j’ is continuous in the bol:-topology. 
409, 169,~.4 
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It is not diflicult to see that the calculations in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
imply that the solution operator x,(o, 4, p) is continuous also in the 
bwf-topology. 
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